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Vulnerability matrix

1. Introduction
1.1 Aims and nature of the Matrix
The Matrix has been designed, according to the DOW, as an NxM matrix of vulnerabilities
and their drivers. It "crosses the dimensions of food system vulnerabilities (e.g. farming,
ecological, health, social, economic, nutrition,…) and its sub-dimensions with drivers that
may affect these dimensions" (DOW Annex I, WP2 description).
The Matrix design aims at giving a synthetic visual representation of the main areas of food
and nutrition vulnerability in the EU, in relation to the factors those areas are vulnerable to.
The goal is to give policy-makers, experts and stakeholders a map for vulnerability mitigation
where the main sensitive issues in relation to food and nutrition security can be identified
and visualised. In particular, the Matrix would represent a tool for a rapid appraisal of critical
intervention points for both food system actors and policy makers, to help them in carrying
out a ‘vulnerability check’. Communication value and readability were hence among the
objectives the Matrix was meant to achieve.
Consequently, the number of rows (16 vulnerability factors) and columns (5 vulnerability
areas) have been contained, in the aim of focusing on the key factors and the more relevant
vulnerabilities.
The use of icons is also aimed at giving the reader an easy and immediate visual appreciation
of the contents of each cell and of the Matrix general contents.

1.2 Matrix structure
The Matrix is built on a combination of 16 vulnerability factors and 5 vulnerability areas.
The drivers, here referred to as "factors" according to the terminology used in the
TRANSMANGO Media Analysis Comparative Report, one of the reference documents the
Matrix is built upon, are listed in the first column. Environmental, Technological, SocioEconomic and Policy factors are coloured according to their most pertinent dimension, as
shown in the legend. It must be underlined that each factor is multi-dimensional and crosses
the boundaries of a single dimension, yet a colour-based categorisation may help the reader
to have a clearer overview of the range of issues.
Nuances in yellow colour between the environmental and the technological dimension
represent the stronger interconnections between them, as a clear distinction within the two
groups was hardly recognisable. For instance, "pollutants spread" has clear ecological
consequences and it is often described as an element of environmental crisis, yet its
determinants are mainly technological. This is to a certain extent the case also for other
3
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factors. For example "unfair/reduced agricultural support" is a policy driver, but often
pushed by economic considerations, and it is perceived by farmers as a critical economic
issue.
Finally, two factors in orange are listed apart as they represent specific factors, hardly
referable to the previous groups (yet "accidental food contamination" often has
technological contents).
On the other axis of the Matrix, 5 vulnerability areas are listed. Each area gathers a number
of hotspots (described in par. 1.3) vulnerable to one or more factors. Starting from the left,
and moving progressively to the right, there is a gradual transition from food vulnerable
social groups to more system-related vulnerabilities. The 5 vulnerability areas reflect the
concern that individual vulnerabilities might be better understood in dynamic interaction
with systemic vulnerabilities. With the exclusion of extreme personal situations, we consider
that any food vulnerability affecting a group is linked to some food system malfunction or
fragility. People and social groups, shown in the left side, represent the ultimate Matrix
focus, whereas food system activities, shown on the right may represent an optimal proxy to
analyse broader social vulnerabilities.
In the Matrix, the first column (Vulnerable social groups) explicitly focuses the attention on
vulnerable individuals and groups, taken as such and identified according to their general
conditions and statuses (age, economic situation, etc.), whereas in the column at the
extreme right the more systemic vulnerabilities are considered affecting food system
activities and functions. Factors' potential impacts on these activities/functions create areas
of individual and collective food consumers' vulnerability.
If we move from left to right, the second group (Food needs and preferences) refers to
people with specific dietary needs or consumption preferences with regard to foods or food
chains. Some factors are likely to affect vegetarian people, or persons with specific religious
constraints, more than people who can rely upon a larger variety of food products and food
chains. Some of these conditions (like being organic consumers or short chains customers)
may not seem to be threatening food security according to people who do not share the
same values or concerns; nevertheless they can be highly relevant for the interested
persons, and in more general terms they represent - at least since the 1996 World Food
Summit - the value given to the importance of food preferences in the new broader concept
of food security1.
The third group (Territories) represents vulnerability concerns for groups living in specific
geographical areas. The attention paid to the link between territories and people's
1

Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and
nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” (World Food
Summit, 1996).
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vulnerability is due to the liaison between food systems and their geographical dimension,
assuming that food vulnerability factors are likely to have differentiated impacts on people
according to their locations.
In these three columns vulnerabilities always refer to people (food consumers) more than to
territories, food chains or products. In other words, we represent the vulnerabilities of food
consumers living in a mountainous area or eating organic foods more than the vulnerabilities
of the mountain areas or of the organic sector. In the last two columns emphasis shifts
towards more systemic vulnerabilities.
In particular the fourth vulnerability area (Sectors/Supply chains) focuses on products and
commodities deemed relevant for food and nutrition security. Here, the systemic view
becomes more central, combining consumption of specific product categories with the
functioning of the related food chains. Different food sectors or chains have different forms
of vulnerabilities to the various factors, and the Matrix aims at highlighting the most
relevant in terms of food and nutrition security. Again, the same factors can have different
impacts on different product categories, and the column aims at highlighting those
differences for the core food commodities having a key dietary role (and indirectly for the
related food system sectors).
As mentioned, the last column on the right (Food systems) is the more system-focused, as it
aims at representing the vulnerabilities of food system activities to each factor. We
considered food systems in their plurality and not the food system as a whole. Originally, the
possibility to address both national and global food systems in two separate columns had
been considered, on the assumption that they could deliver different results. When the cells
were filled in, it became clear that there were virtually no differences, and that this
approach did not lead to a distinction between the two levels, which were then merged.

1.3 Hotspots identification
Some general explanations are given here with regard to the criteria adopted for the choice
of the hotspots identified within each vulnerability area.
Vulnerable social groups. Groups have been identified in close relation to the media analysis
outcomes presented in the National media analysis reports (NMARs), as the indication of the
most vulnerable groups was explicitly included in those reports. The poor are in general
terms identified as the most vulnerable to a range of factors; similarly, any economic stress
increases the impacts of vulnerability factors within the other mentioned groups. Migrants often overlapping with the poor - present specific weaknesses that justify their autonomous
categorisation; besides, the increasing flows of migrants into the EU are giving particular
importance to this group also in relation to food security concerns. Two extreme age groups
5
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(the youngest and the elderly) also present specific vulnerabilities related to marginalisation,
lifestyles and exposure to inadequate food-related communication. Finally, farmers2 are not
simply listed as food producers, but also as a specific constituency of food consumers, as
they are highly exposed to economic crisis and social marginalisation; yet their role in the
primary sector makes their exposure to vulnerability more complex and multidimensional.
Food needs and preferences. This vulnerability area was also clearly identified in the NMARs.
In general terms, the hotspots here identified correspond to the needs and preferences for
"alternative" or niche foods and food chains, which present specific vulnerabilities vis-a-vis
the industrialised food chains. Nevertheless people who want to - or have to - rely upon
industrial chains have also been considered as they may also be specifically exposed to some
vulnerability factors. Religious and cultural concerns are an emerging issue that deserves to
be explicitly mentioned. Allergies and intolerances to specific foods or nutrients are
apparently rising in Europe or are anyway more prominent elements of clinical and
individual awareness. Finally, food choice reflects cultural, religious or wellness values that
are increasingly stratifying purchase and consumption in multiple layers. These conditions
represent a sort of binding requirement in food procurement for a growing number of
individuals and social groups, thus requiring specific attention.
Territories. The territories included in the Matrix are those in which specific geographical
elements made people vulnerable (or particularly vulnerable) to some factors. Again, most
of the information for the identification of specific territories comes from the NMARs, yet
sometimes not explicitly argued. Remoteness and under-development are the two
characters leading to the identification of specific food and nutrition vulnerabilities for a
territory, as witnessed by the types of territories considered (islands, mountains, etc).
Sectors/Supply chains. The hotspots listed within this vulnerability area are those that are at
the same time exposed to specific factors (which makes their condition distinctive within the
overall food system) and relevant to providing adequate food and nutrition to the whole
population, or to part of it. This is why only some bulk commodities and basic foods, like
grains and tubers, meat, milk and dairy, vegetable oil and fruits and vegetables, have been
listed. Fish is another important commodity group while also representing the main food
and/or the main source of income for some specific geographically identifiable communities.
Food systems. This last categorisation presents - as already argued - some specificities, as it
concerns sub-systems more than group vulnerabilities. Hence, the hotspots correspond to
the main food and nutrition system activities/functions on which identified factors can have
an impact: import, farming, processing, distribution, consumption and governance. The
relation here is also to the TRANSMANGO Conceptual Framework, where the food and
nutrition system is described in its components.
2 We

primarily refer to family farmers, which represent the bulk of the agricultural population in the EU.
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1.4 Meaning of the cells content
The vulnerability areas described above have been identified within each cell in
correspondence to the specific factors they were vulnerable to. This is quite obvious for
many of the groups (social groups, territories, etc.), but special attention must be drawn to
the vulnerability area of food systems. For example, "governance" has been mentioned in
relation to a factor (like "power/market concentration") that is likely to have a negative
impact on it, but not when a factor "operates" due to a weakness in governance ( as it would
be the case for "accidental food contamination"). In simple terms, a vulnerability area is
mentioned when it is a victim - and not a culprit of a factor.
Looking at the entire Matrix, there are a number of empty cells. Generally, this means that
none of the hotspots belonging to that vulnerability area are specifically vulnerable to the
corresponding factor. For example, there is no reason to argue that those living in a suburb
or in an island would be more vulnerable to food frauds than others. They could actually be
vulnerable to that factor, but just as every other citizen/consumer, not specifically as
suburban dwellers or islanders. In this sense, it is also possible that the factor at stake has a
systematic effect of vulnerability on - potentially - the whole population, so that no specific
groups can be highlighted.
The strength of the relation is another criterion applied. Virtually each factor has a greater or
more reduced impact on most, if not all, vulnerability areas. Yet, the Matrix only accounts
for those having a clearer, and more direct and prominent effect. For example it may be the
case that migrants are more vulnerable to accidental food contamination than others, but
this relation has been deemed to be not prominent enough to justify the filling of the cell.
In both cases the choice is due to the need to avoid filling cells with all possible
determinants, that would have diluted the relative importance of some aspects. As stated in
the introduction, one of the goals was to convey immediate visual messages, and limiting (as
much as possible) the cell filling is necessary to avoid making the Matrix irrelevant or difficult
reading. Cell contents are meant to highlight priority areas for vulnerability mitigation; this is
why the more relevant causal links have been highlighted.
A last comment regards some choices that could be regarded as redundant or inconsistent,
but actually respond to specific informational needs. For example, both "farmers" and
"agricultural areas" have been deemed vulnerable to the factor "increasing pollutants
spread" as indicated in the first and second column respectively. This is not a redundancy,
since both farmers and those leaving in agricultural areas (two not necessarily overlapping
groups) are vulnerable to that factor. This means that those farmers who live in agricultural
areas are supposed to have two vulnerability profiles. On the contrary, "power/market
7
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concentration" in the food sector is a vulnerability factor for farmers, but not for those
generally living in agricultural areas.

2. Sources and methodology
The elements accounted for in the Matrix are derived from the work done for the previous
WP2 tasks (in particular the media analysis), integrated by scientific sources and the
research groups' own knowledge and experience.
In more detail, the outcomes of the media survey, integrated by the outcomes of the
stakeholders surveys, led to the identification of vulnerability factors (“shocks” and
“stressors”, in the language of vulnerability theory). The contents of the NMARs were then
analysed in a comparative perspective to highlight emerging categories (factors, vulnerable
groups, and vulnerable areas). This led to the identification - in the Comparative media
analysis report (CMAR) – of a set of "common" European factors, which are shared by a large
part of the countries involved, if not all of them.
The same sources have been considered for the identification of the hotspots with which
cells have been filled in, which represent the groups, the areas, the sectors and the system
activities (aggregated into the 5 vulnerability areas) identified as vulnerable to one or more
factors. Yet, in this case media surveys and the outcomes of stakeholder interviews were
further informed by the research groups' expertise.
More details can be given with regard to the factors identification. The set identified in the
CMAR was adapted to be displayed in the rows of the Matrix. The list was in fact revised,
and some of the original factors unpacked or renamed, with the aim to:
•
•
•
•

better fit with the Matrix aims in terms of communication and readability;
more explicitly give the idea of dynamic rather than static conditions;
integrate media analysis outcomes with additional elements and reflections;
unpack broad-ranging factors that needed to be explored in more detail.

The process led to the definition of a new set of vulnerability factors, rooted in the media
analysis but not fully overlapping with the list of factors adopted in the CMAR.
Some of the Matrix factors have a full correspondence to drivers identified in the CMAR
(listed in the second column), with only minor lexical adjustments. These factors are shown
in table 1.
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Table 1 – Vulnerability factors correspondence with CMAR outcomes / 1

Matrix factors

CMAR vulnerability drivers

Impoverishment

Poverty

Unsuitable technologies adoption

Unsuitable technologies (e.g. GMOs)

Power/market concentration

Power/market concentration

Food frauds

Food fraud and scandals

Increasing pollutants spread

Agrochemicals and other pollutants

Prices levels and volatility

Price levels and volatility

Accidental food contamination

Accidental food contamination

The description of these factors, whose definitions are self-explanatory, can be found in the
CMAR.
Other factors were redefined according to the needs mentioned above. Their main
assumptions can still be traced back to the CMAR, but with some important differences, as
shown in table 2.

Table 2 – Vulnerability factors correspondence with CF outcomes / 2

Matrix factors
Soil fertility degradation
Plant and animal diseases
Extreme weather events

CR vulnerability drivers

Climate change

Water shortages
Geopolitical tensions

Unfair trade rules

Unhealthy food commercials

Lack of information on healthy food

Weakening of political action

Political inefficacy

Social welfare cuts
Unfair/reduced agricultural support

Public budget cuts

Some explanations can be given with regard to the correspondence between the two sets.
•

The broad-ranging CMAR driver "Climate change" is not present in the Matrix, where
four different ecological factors have been identified. The four factors have a
diversified impact on the vulnerable groups, areas or functions analysed in the Matrix
(particularly in relation to Territories and Sectors/Supply chains), hence their
distinction has been deemed useful. It is worth noting that these factors are not
merely the result of an unpacking of the "climate change" driver, as all of them
(maybe with the exception of "Extreme weather events") are linked also to other
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•

•

•

processes. For example, the diffusion of plant and animal diseases, sometimes
provoked by climate change, is also triggered by the proliferation of global
transportation that breaks down bio-geographical boundaries.
"Geopolitical tensions" is more capable of capturing the wide range of political and
economic events likely to impact on the normal food (and raw materials) importexport flows. These “Geopolitical tensions” are deemed to better capture threats to
food security in the EU than "Unfair trade rules" (different concerns could be raised
with regard to extra-EU countries)."Unhealthy food commercials" is more focused on
a factor which may lead to nutrition insecurity, to which some social groups
(adolescents, elders, marginalised people) seem to be particularly exposed, whereas
"Lack of information on healthy food" is more a personal and subjective condition.
"Weakening of political action" extends the concept of "Political inefficacy" to
represent also the tendency to deregulate fields that used to be under stronger
political control.
The pair "Social welfare cuts" and "Unfair/reduced agricultural support" articulates
the concept of public budget cuts, with the important distinction between
agricultural support and general social welfare. At the same time, consideration is
given to unfairness and biases of support, which are perceived as relevant
vulnerability factors alongside its absolute amount.

3. Matrix outcome analysis
The Matrix structure and elements, show the presence of certain patterns which are
described below. Cells represent priority areas for vulnerability mitigation. While the
elements (cell contents) do reflect the current main linkages between factors and
vulnerabilities, the linkages are evidently context-specific and therefore the current Matrix
should not be taken as a definitive and final description. In the first section, patterns are
described by area of vulnerability (i.e. by column), starting from the level of social groups
and going towards the food systems level. In the following section, patterns are described by
dimension of factor. Section 4 presents an analysis of the matrix results.

3.1 Areas of vulnerability
1. Vulnerable social groups
Farmers are the most prominent vulnerable social group. They are the only social group
directly vulnerable to environmental and technological factors. Amongst other social groups,
they are also among the ones who are vulnerable to socio-economic factors and policy
10
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factors. These include impoverishment, price levels and volatility, power/market
concentration and unfair/reduced agricultural support (the last two are exclusively applied
to farmers).
Several factors affect multiple vulnerable groups: impoverishment (the poor, elderly,
children and adolescents, migrants and farmers), price levels and volatility (the poor, elderly,
migrants and farmers), unhealthy food commercials (the elderly and children and
adolescents), and social welfare cuts (the poor, elderly, children and adolescents and
migrants). Interestingly, most have an economic aspect, with impoverishment being the
factor that affects all of the identified vulnerable social groups.
A number of factors affect the entire population across the board, without having a specific
impact on any particular social group: unsuitable technologies adoption, geopolitical
tensions, weakening of political action, accidental food contamination and food frauds.
2. Food needs and preferences
The various groups of people with special food needs and preferences tend to be most
affected by the factors that have to do with unsuitable technologies on the one hand, and
accidental food contamination and food frauds on the other. The factor of unfair/reduced
agricultural support also affects two important food sources for such groups: local/artisanal
products and organic products. Reduced agricultural support also affects agroindustrial
products which depend on them.
People with special dietary needs (such as those with food allergies, for example to gluten)
are affected by: unsuitable technologies adoption, impoverishment, prices levels and
volatility, power/market concentration, social welfare cuts, accidental food contamination
and food frauds.
Local/artisanal chains are affected by unsuitable technologies adoption, unfair/reduced
agricultural support and accidental food contamination.
Organic consumers are affected by unsuitable technologies adoption, power/market
concentration, unfair/reduced agricultural support, and food frauds. It is interesting to note
that there are similarities and differences between organic and local/artisanal consumers,
reflecting the fact that they cater to similar concerns about food quality and health, but the
markets are often organised differently. Both are affected by unsuitable technologies
adoption, unfair/reduced agricultural support and accidental food contamination. However
only the organic is affected by power/market concentration.
Agroindustrial products are affected by unsuitable technologies adoption, unfair/reduced
agricultural support, accidental food contamination and food frauds.
Vegan/vegetarian consumers and people with religious dietary restrictions are affected by
food frauds. In the former case this could be due, for example, to labelled products
11
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containing animal derivatives or being processed infringing vegan requisites. In the latter
case, to false packaging of products that pretend to adhere to religious restrictions (or to a
lack of trust due to previous frauds).
The following factors have no specific impact on food preferences and needs: Soil fertility
degradation, Plant and animal diseases, Extreme weather events, Water shortages,
Increasing pollutants spread, Unhealthy food commercials, and Weakening political action.
3. Territories
The most affected territory is the agricultural areas which correspond closely with the
farmers vulnerable groups. Similar to the vulnerable group of farmers, agricultural areas are
always directly implicated in environmental and technological factors. However agricultural
areas (i.e. the people living in them) are also impacted by price levels and volatility,
weakening of political action, and unfair/reduced agricultural support. Weak public services
and poor educational opportunities are examples of weakening political action that can
impact people living in agricultural areas.
The next most vulnerable territory is that of mountainous and remote areas which are
affected by a range of environmental, technological, socio-economic and policy factors. The
inhabitants of these territories are affected by extreme weather events, impoverishment,
weakening of political action, unfair/reduced agricultural support, and social welfare cuts.
Areas prone to desertification are impacted by environmental factors, such as soil fertility
degradation, extreme weather events and water shortages, and the technological factor of
unsuitable technologies adoption, such as inadequate irrigation facilities, or even inadequate
farming techniques.
Equally prominent are suburban areas which suffer from the socio-economic factors of
impoverishment and price levels and volatility, and the policy factors of weakening of
political action (such as restricting the multiplication of market places and options) and
social welfare cuts).
Islands are the final hotspot of the territories, which are affected by fewer factors, mostly
environmental: extreme weather events, water shortages, and social welfare cuts (which
have harsher impacts on populations already in remote and neglected places, such as small
islands).
A number of factors affect all territories across the board, without having a specific impact
on any particular one: power/market concentration, unhealthy food commercials,
geopolitical tensions, accidental food contamination and food frauds.
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4. Sectors/supply chains
As we move towards food systems, looking at sectors/supply chains, we see that almost all
identified factors have an impact on at least one sector/supply chain. All the hotspots
identified are impacted by a large number of factors. The grains and tubers and vegetable oil
sectors are affected by 9 factors; the meat and fruit and vegetable sectors are affected by 8
factors; and the milk and dairy and fish sectors are affected by 6 sectors.
Many factors impact on 4 or more sectors (plant and animal diseases, unsuitable
technologies adoption, price levels and volatility, power/market concentration,
unfair/reduced agricultural support, accidental food contamination, and food frauds).
Those that are affected by fewer factors are: soil fertility degradation affecting only grains
and tubers and vegetable oils (meat and dairy are indirectly implicated since animal feed is
mostly composed of grains); water shortages affecting only fruits and vegetables and milk
and dairy (which is more water intensive than meat production); increasing pollutants
spread affecting only fruits and vegetables sector; impoverishment affecting only meat and
fish (as shown by the recent European economic crises decreasing consumption of red meat
and fish); unhealthy food consumption affecting only fruits and vegetables and fish, which
are often neglected by simplified diets; geopolitical tensions affecting only grains and tubers
and vegetable oils (due to hoarding, export restrictions and reorientation3).
The factors of weakening political action and social welfare cuts were not seen to have any
specific impacts on any particular hotspot.
5. Food systems
At a food systems level, all the factors are implicated in at least one activity of the food
system. Farming and consumption are the activities that are most affected by a range of
different factors (9 factors each). Farming is mostly affected by environmental but also
socio-economic factors, as well as the policy factor of unfair/reduced agricultural support.
Consumption is affected by a wide range of factors.
Governance, and processing, are almost equally “systemic” food system activity with 6
factors that affect them. Distribution (4 factors) and import (3 factors) are decreasingly less
systemic in the sense that they are impacted by fewer factors. Processing and distribution
seem closely related: all the factors that impact on distribution also impact on processing.

3

It is worth underlining what has been mentioned above: all sectors are potentially affected by the mentioned set of
factors, but we decided to highlight those that are specifically more exposed at European level
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3.2 Vulnerability factors
1. Environmental factors.
Environmental factors affect farmers among the vulnerable groups and the food system
activity of farming (though in the case of plant and animal diseases other activities are
affected: import, consumption and governance). Other social groups may also be affected by
environmental factors, but with regard to their food security and nutrition, they are not
affected in the direct way that farmers are.
In terms of food needs and preferences there is not a strong relation with environmental
factors.
In terms of territories, environmental factors affect all territories except suburbs (so all areas
that are mainly rural or less densely urbanised). In terms of the sectors and supply chains, all
6 identified sectors/supply chains are affected by plant and animal diseases. Extreme
weather events affect the sectors of grains and tubers, fruits and vegetables and vegetable
oils. Soil fertility degradation is seen to impact most strongly on two sectors (grains and
tubers and vegetable oils), despite the fact that it seriously threatens other sectors (e.g fruits
and vegetables) at more local scale. Water shortages are deemed to impact on two sectors
mostly: fruits and vegetables and milk and dairy.
The environmental factor that has the widest impact in terms of a range of sectors/supply
chains and food system activities is that of plant and animal diseases. On the other hand, in
terms of territories it impacts only agricultural areas, which may be misleading because
these include other types of territories such as mountain regions, islands and desert-prone
areas. The other 3 environmental factors only have a strong impact on farming as a food
system activity, and on a more limited number of sectors/supply chains.
2. Technological factors
There are two technological factors. The first, the spread of pollutants, is seen to impact on
farmers and agricultural areas (although, as can be seen in the column on food systems, its
consumption – and consumers in general – is recognised). Three food system activities are
specifically vulnerable to this factor: farming, processing and consumption.
The second, unsuitable technologies adoption, is very systemic in the sense that it is a factor
of vulnerability for a number of different vulnerability areas: food preferences and needs,
territories, sectors/supply chains, and food system activities.
3. Socio-economic factors
Socio-economic factors, and particularly impoverishment and price levels and volatility,
affect a wide range of vulnerable groups. Farmers are the most commonly affected by 3 out
14
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of the 4 socio-economic factors (all except unhealthy food commercials which mostly affect
children and adolescents and the elderly).
In terms of food needs and preferences, 3 of the 4 socio-economic factors affect people with
special dietary needs (while unhealthy food commercials does not) – but most other food
preferences are not mentioned. This may reflect the fact that people with special food
preferences and needs tend to be from wealthier socio-economic groups. The only other
group mentioned is consumers of organic foods who are affected by market/power
concentration – which displays more oligopolistic market tendencies than local/artisanal
markets.
The territorial dimension of socio-economic factors is visible in suburbs, and to a lesser
extent in agricultural areas (price levels and volatility) and mountainous and remote areas
(impoverishment). The factors of power/market concentration and unhealthy food
commercials do not have a specific territorial dimension. As mentioned, they affect farmers
and children and adolescents – regardless of the territory.
In terms of sectors and supply chains, socio-economic factors are a source of vulnerability
for the fish and meat supply chains, reducing their consumption. Price levels and volatility
are seen to affect 4 of the 6 identified sectors: grains and tubers, vegetable oils, meat and
milk and dairy. Power/market concentration is seen to affect only 5 factors also: grains and
tubers, meat, vegetable oils, fish and milk and dairy. In terms of food system activities, all
food system activities are affected by at least one of the socio-economic factors, but the
socio-economic factors have the widest impact on farming and consumption. Two of the
four factors also impact on processing, distribution and governance. The only socioeconomic factor to which imports seem to be specifically vulnerable is power/market
concentration.
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4. Policy factors
In terms of vulnerable social groups, none of the identified hotspots are seen to be
specifically more affected by geopolitical tensions or weakening of political actions. All
vulnerable groups except farmers are impacted by social welfare cuts, while farmers are the
only group affected by low/unsuitable agricultural support.
Regarding food needs and preferences, there is a range of policy factor impacts. Weakening
of political action and geopolitical tensions have no specific impacts. Unfair/reduced
agricultural support is seen to affect the organic, local/artisanal and also agroindustrial
products. Social welfare cuts impact on groups with special dietary needs.
The territories most affected by policy factors are mountainous and remote areas, and after
that, also agricultural areas and suburbs, and in last place islands, as there is no specific
evidence to support islands being particularly exposed to political inefficacy vis-à-vis food
security. Geopolitical tensions are the only policy factor that do not affect any particular
territory.
In terms of sectors/supply chains, no hotspots present specific vulnerability to weakening
political action and social welfare cuts (unless fruit and milk school feeding programs are
considered). Both the sector of grains and tubers and that of vegetable oils are vulnerable to
geopolitical tensions and unfair/reduced agricultural support. Regarding food systems, all
policy factors have a clear and strong impact on governance activities. Imports, farming and
consumption are affected by three different factors. Process and distribution are not
affected by any policy factors.
5. Other factors
Two factors remain outside of specific categories: accidental food contamination and food
frauds. Neither is associated with a particular vulnerable group or territory.
Accidental food contamination affects a number of groups with specific food preferences
and needs: those with special dietary needs, consumers of local/artisanal chains (since the
safety checks are not necessarily very robust), and agroindustrial products. The
sectors/supply chains that it affects (due to mostly biological and chemical contaminations)
are grains and tubers, fruits and vegetables, meat, and milk and dairy. The food system
activities that are affected by accidental food contamination are processing, distribution,
importing and consumption.
Food frauds affect a number of groups with specific food preferences and needs: those with
special dietary needs, consumers of organic foods (due to fraud in relation to organic foods),
vegans and vegetarians (due to false labels and certification), and agroindustrial products.
The sectors/supply chains that it affects are vegetable oils (due to GM contamination), meat,
16
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and milk and dairy (due to origin labelling and denominations). The food system activities
that are affected by food frauds are processing, distribution, importing and consumption.

4. Final considerations
Some final reflections on the Matrix can better explain its contents. First, we consider the
structure and function of the matrix.
•

•

•

•

•

The usefulness of the Matrix relates to its visual immediateness and to the rapid
identification of the causal links bridging factors, vulnerabilities and the areas of
impact. The concise representation of vulnerabilities identified in the social and food
systems mainly highlights the ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘who’. ‘How’ and ‘why’ are better
described by other TRANSMANGO activities, including those that form part of the
WP2, from which the Matrix largely origins.
For the sake of clarity and visualization, flooding the cells with all possible
determinants was intentionally avoided, in order to highlight the relative importance
of more crucial and prominent aspects. The present Matrix is thus the most suitable
representation of factors and vulnerabilities in relation to the TRANSMANGO
objectives and not their only possible combination.
Cells represent priority areas for vulnerability mitigation. This further explains why
not all possible causal links are included. The Matrix will enable TRANSMANGO’s
subsequent research activities to be grounded on, and to further explore, those
causal links.
Moreover, as the Matrix highlights sets of vulnerability areas distinguished among a
range of dimensions (social groups, territories, preferences and needs, value chains
and food system activities), sectorial and horizontal policy initiatives, at any
governance level, are guided toward an easier determination of priorities and targets.
Individuals and their social constructs represent the critical Matrix focus.
Vulnerabilities identified in areas such as territories or food sectors ultimately reflect
exposure at individual, household or social constituency level.

An overall look at the Matrix contents, analysed in more detail in the previous section, leads
to the following summarising considerations.
•

Virtually all factors are likely to have a significant and far-reaching impact, which
means that there are relevant vulnerability areas exposed to each of them. In
particular, those of socio-economic nature affect all areas of vulnerabilities. Similarly,
the technological and environmental factors have comprehensive implications, with
the exclusion of food preferences and needs.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

With regard to the vulnerability areas, if we look at the two poles of vulnerability social groups and the food system activities - the latter is systematically and directly
exposed to all factors. Stated differently, the food vulnerable social groups have a
straight causal relation with most, but not all the factors. At the same time, a weak or
wrong political context or the mismanagement of the food chain have both indirect
implications on food and nutrition security for the society as a whole (with vulnerable
groups generally more exposed). As already stressed above, an indirect or less
targeted effect on a specific constituency, does not imply absence of impact, given
that the Matrix only shows those having a more direct or prominent causal
relationship.
Ecological factors do not seem to specifically threaten food security for specific social
groups (with the specific exception of farmers), even defined in relation to food
needs and preferences. In contrast, they have a clearer impact on those living in
sensitive geographical areas.
A cluster of economic and policy factors (impoverishment, price levels and volatility,
social welfare cuts) is a source of insecurity for most of the vulnerable groups, and
the potential impacts are even stronger as those factors tend to reinforce each other,
in an era of still existing economic crisis at household level, increasing unemployment
and welfare reduction.
Vulnerability to the weakening of political action is less evident than vulnerability to
unfair or reduced agricultural support, which is a crucial factor in a traditionally highly
regulated field. These kinds of factors, anyway tend to have impacts on the food
system, and then to the general food and nutrition security situation, rather than on
specific groups.
Due to their non-systemic nature, accidental food contaminations and food frauds,
which often get media attention, can be sources of vulnerability at the systemic level
and for people with specific needs, more than for generally vulnerable groups or
territories.
Finally, a number of counter-intuitive elements emerge:
−

−

an expected difference in terms of vulnerabilities between national and global
food systems proved to be inexistent on the basis of the given factors: the food
systems appear similarly vulnerable to the same factors with no crucial
difference in scale and geographical extent;
(family) farmers represent a noticeable food vulnerable constituency. This mostly
refers to their insecure livelihoods, directly threatened by environmental and
technological factors further to those of a socio-political nature that typically
affect other vulnerable social groups. The prominence of European farmers
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−

among social groups in this Matrix oddly resonates with the global
representation of food insecurity, where farmers and landless farmers typically
represent the majority of those affected;
religious habits and restrictions play a much more marginal role than expected.
The analysed factors do not seem to play any crucial role in hampering food
choice and dietary obligations in an increasingly multi-ethnic and multi-religious
Europe.
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